LUKOIL AND STAVROPOLO Region To Continue Cooperation

The Government of the Stavropol Region and LUKOIL have concluded a supplementary agreement on cooperation to develop public amenities.

According to the document, the company will render support to acquire equipment for the Nika sports club in the city of Budyonnovsk that will be used to train children in sailing, yachting and aquatic motor sports. The region will commence state expert review of the redevelopment project for one of most popular local leisure areas – the Buyvola Lake embankment. The project includes waterside reinforcement, redevelopment of beaches, construction of a play space, illumination system, cycling and jogging lanes. The upgrade of city's green areas, including sports and playgrounds with rubber-based coating, rope carousels and exercise machines in the Yury Gagarin Park, will continue, too.

LUKOIL will also support various federal and regional cultural events, including an interregional contest of humor clubs, the Students' Spring festival, International Jazz Festival and the Golden Knight Forum.